
Economic Update and The Markets 

After a sharp decline in Gross Domestic Product in the second 

quarter of 2020, (down approximately 33%), a significant recovery 

projected to be about 25% followed in the third quarter. Many 

industries have been strong throughout the year: technology, 

healthcare, big‐box stores (e.g., Costco, Walmart, etc.), while others 

have been significantly impacted and have needed more assistance 

to recover. These include airlines, hospitality, and energy. The equity 

markets are bifurcated as well and have followed the economic 

cycle this year – the sharp drop from when the economy shutdown 

started in March and the recovery as the economy has begun to 

approve. We have also recovered approximately half the jobs lost 

during the COVID shutdowns. The American economy might best be 

described as having a K‐shaped recovery. The graphic below, 

provided by Raymond James analysts, describes the recovery “under 

the hood”. It helps to illustrate that different parts of the economy 

may recover at a different rate and magnitude than other areas. 

Some sectors, like technology, have strongly benefitted from the 

current environment and others have had more of a V‐shaped 

recovery with a sharp downturn and then a strong bounce back (i.e. 

homebuilding, home improvement, and retail). Other areas are 

trying to recover, but it may take a while (i.e., restaurants). In 

addition, some parts of the economy may continue to struggle (i.e., 

energy). 
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FINANCIAL MARKET 

UPDATE* 
Year-to-date change as of 9/30/20 

• S&P 500 Index ......................................... 5.6% 

• Bloomberg Commodity Index……..-12.1% 

• MSCI EAFE $$ (International)…....…-7.1% 

• Barclay US Aggregate Bond… ............. 6.8% 
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Economic stimulus to further aid recovery is likely, but the timing and the form is unknown. The 

stimulus is anticipated to be a positive for the markets – whether it is before or after the election. 

In addition, we’ll need to continue to monitor the COVID‐19 situation as we approach the winter 

months along with the progress towards an effective vaccine. 

Election Implications 

In earlier newsletters, we referred to historical market returns during different administrations. 

There have been some misconceptions around this. Historically, the party in the white house 

doesn’t drive equity market results on average. The chart below illustrates market performance 

during all the presidential terms since 1945. As you can see, there is generally positive annualized 

performance for both democratic and republican presidents. 
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Some predict that a Biden win would mean a larger stimulus bill, which could be beneficial to 

markets. Others argue that his proposed tax increases for those making over $400,000 would 

slow growth and be a negative. Historically, the year after elections are generally positive for the 

market. The likelihood that the election results will not be known on November 3rd could lead to 

volatility, but it will likely be short lived. Fiscal policy, taxes, and the future economy trajectory 

are more important, especially if the administration is balanced between Congress and the 

presidency. 

Year-End Planning 

 
There are numerous tax proposals that have been presented if Biden should win the election. 

What is implemented, of course, depends on Congress. Two key proposals to consider in 2020 

are: 
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• A proposal to decrease the estate tax exemption from the current rate of $11.58M per

person to $5.79M per person or $23.16M per couple to $11.58M per couple.

✓ We recommend that clients with estates valued over $6M for individuals or $12M for married

couples, speak to their tax advisor as to what, if any, strategies would make sense to consider for

this year.

• Tax brackets would likely go up for those making over $400k per year, and there may also

be a change in treatment of capital gains and dividends, as well as the elimination of some

deductions.

✓ Talk to your tax consultant about potentially accelerating income and deductions in 2020, if you

may be affected.

Welcome MaryAnn White to the SWMG Team 

We had the great pleasure of adding MaryAnn White to our team as a registered client service 

representative and 401(k) project manager. She will be working closely 

with Jason Guenther, (financial advisor, RJFS), in support of his clients 

and will be partnering with Jill Carr, (financial advisor, RJFS), and Sherri 

Stephens, (President SWMG, financial advisor, RJFS), to support all 

401(k) ‐ business clientele. In addition to her great attention to detail 

and service orientation, MaryAnn brings us exceptional marketing and 

communication skills. She and her husband recently moved to Fenton, MI from California. For 

more information about MaryAnn, you can read her extended bio on our website: 

https://www.stephenswmg.com/our‐service‐team.htm 

Office Renovation Update 

The final touches are being put on the office, and we intend to be open by the end of 

October. Our updated office has three conference rooms, a comfortable reception area with a 

beverage center for clients, as well as updated lighting, furniture, and technology. We also 

http://www.stephenswmg.com/our
http://www.stephenswmg.com/our
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updated our HVAC system with high efficiency filtration. That means it captures ultrafine particles, 

including airborne contaminants such as small and large bacteria, dust mites, smoke, and more. If 

you intend to come into the office for a meeting, please be aware that we will go through a health 

questionnaire with you one day in advance, take your temperature upon arrival, and ask that you 

wear a mask. 

Community Involvement 

In early September, Jennie Bauder (Client Service 

Representative), put together a fund raiser to support the Shelter of 

Flint. Team members contributed to the gift of several baskets with 

sheet sets, toilet paper, cleaning products, towels, and more. 

 
Stay safe, healthy, and let us know how we can help you. 

 

  
  
 *Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Expressions of opinions are as of this date and are subject to change without notice. 
Any opinions are those of Sherri Stephens and not necessarily those of RJFS or Raymond James. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a  

profit or guarantee against a loss. International investing involves special risks, including currency, fluctuations, differing financial accounting stan-

dards, and possible political and economic volatility. You should discuss any tax or legal matters with the appropriate professional.  The information 

contained in this report does not purport to be a complete description of the securities, markets, or developments referred to in this material. The      

information has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but we do not guarantee that the foregoing material is accurate or complete. 

Any information is not a complete summary or statement of all available data necessary for making an investment decision and does not constitute 

a recommendation. Investing involves risk and investors may incur a profit or a loss regardless of strategy selected. There can be no assurance that  

any investment will meet its performance objectives or that substantial losses will be avoided.  Raymond James is not affiliated with any of the above

 listed organizations. 

 

No statement within this document should be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell a security or to provide investment advice. Sector 

investments are companies engaged in business related to a specific sector. They are subject to fierce competition and their products and services 

may be subject to rapid obsolescence.  There are additional risks associated with investing in an individual sector, including limited diversification. 

There is no guarantee that these statements, opinions or forecasts provided herein will prove to be correct. Keep in mind that individuals cannot 

invest directly in any index, and index performance does not include transaction costs or other fees, which will affect actual investment 

performance. Individual investor's results will vary. The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks that is generally considered 

representative of the U.S. stock market. The MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia, and Far East) is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that 

is designed to measure developed market equity performance, excluding the United States & Canada. The EAFE consists of the country indices of 

22 developed nations. The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the investment 

grade, US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market. The Bloomberg Commodity Index (BCOM) is a broadly diversified commodity price 

index distributed by Bloomberg Indexes. Measures the performance of commodity investments. The index is made up of 23 exchange-traded 

futures on physical commodities, representing 21 commodities which are weighted to account for economic significance and market liquidity. 

Commodity weightings are based on production and liquidity, and weighting restrictions promote diversification within the index.  


